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WHAT WE SAY



WHAT YOU SAY



Steps to end retaliation



The retaliation was worse than the assault, many victims told researchers reporting on sexual assault in the military. That disturbing insight was included in a recent Human Rights Watch report that documented 75 instances of retaliation against service members who reported sexual assaults since late 2013. The retaliation included everything from social shunning to bullying, from removal from promotion consideration to being forced out of the service. Some victims said that after reporting an assault, they for the first time received poor evaluations or were forced to perform demeaning jobs, such as picking up trash. One security forces airman said her weapon was taken away — essentially removing her from her job — because she was being “emotional” about the assault. Clearly, many who have suffered a sexual assault in the military are being victimized



twice — once by an attacker and another by a culture that too often is at best insensitive and at worst vindictive to those who report the crimes. Human Rights Watch recommended that Congress overhaul the Military Whistleblower Protection Act to provide service members the same protections provided to civilians when reporting sexual assault. Further, the organization recommended banning charges or disciplinary actions against survivors for whom minor misconduct — such as underage drinking — comes to light only because the victim reported the assault. The group called on DoD to expand initiatives such as the Special Victims Counsel program — which it lauded as “a singularly powerful reform” — as well as to expedite transfers and develop nonmilitary options for mental health care. Such ideas are reasonable, doable and urgently needed.



Get in game on reform



Air Force Chief of Staff Gen. Mark Welsh made some news in a recent “virtual town hall” in responding to a question about the ongoing effort to reform the military retirement system. Proposed reforms center on replacing the traditional pension system with a 401(k)-style investment program. In response to a question from an enlisted airman, Welsh revealed new details about the Pentagon’s thinking on the matter, referencing a letter signed by the Joint Chiefs and their chairman, Army Gen. Martin Dempsey. The letter, Welsh said, contains the first publicly detailed response to the retirement reform proposal coalescing in Congress and includes suggestions for several changes. The letter ultimately will go to Defense Secretary Ash Carter, then President Obama, who will formally relay them to Congress. But both the House and Senate already are in the home stretch in drafting next year’s defense



authorization bill. Soon a conference committee will work out a final compromise bill that will become law, including any changes to military retirement. At this late hour, months after a commission made recommendations that swiftly gained momentum in Congress, it seems odd that details on the Joint Chiefs’ position on such a highprofile matter are heard first in a “virtual town hall.” It’s also a reminder of the Pentagon’s comparative passiveness to date on this hot-button topic. If top defense officials want their imprint on the final retirement reform plan on behalf of the troops they lead, they must get their message moving up the chain to the policymakers. Congress almost surely will approve some version of retirement reform. If Pentagon officials don’t pick up their pace and get more forceful with their perspective, that final plan may not be to their liking.



MC3 KORY ALSBERRY/NAVY



An academic, examining alternatives to the Navy physical readiness test, argues in favor of eliminating stationary bikes and elliptical trainers as PRT options.



DO AWAY WITH BIKE TESTS In your Sept. 15 cover story, “What CFLs want: Their nine proposals to toughen Navy fitness tests,” much more could be said about No. 6 on the list: alternative cardio. The article states that the command fitness leaders “proposed making the bicycle (or elliptical) PRT test harder.” “If running is not your thing, under current rules your CO can give you permission to take the cardio portion of the PRT with12 minutes on an elliptical or stationary bike,” the article states. As a co-author of a preliminary study examining alternatives to the current Navy PRT [“Possible New Modalities for the Navy Physical Readiness Test”], I believe there are strong reasons to eliminate the current alternatives as they exist and start over, for several reasons. By definition, a field test should be valid, objective, reliable, feasible and operationally relevant. Although one could argue the 12-minute elliptical and stationarybiketestsareobjectiveandreliable, they have many shortcomings from a validity, feasibility and operational-relevance standpoint. According to the American College of Sports Medicine’s Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription, devices that cannot be calibrated should not be used for



exercise testing. The elliptical trainers and stationary bikes used for the PRT cannot be calibrated and instead are validated, a methodofcomparingthenumberofcalories displayed on the device console to that measured via an open circuit spirometry (aka metabolic testing). Validation is an extremely costly and time intensive process that must be done on each model of elliptical trainer and stationary bike prior to receiving approval for official PRT testing. To date, the Navy has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on elliptical trainer/stationary bike testing and validation, and will spend countless more dollars in the future as newer models of elliptical trainers and stationary bikes continue to be manufactured and considered for official PRT testing. The validation process also has known inaccuracies. Rarely, if ever, does the number of calories displayed on the device console match those measured by open circuit spirometry. As a result, an offset value — the calculated difference between the number of calories displayed by the device andthosemeasuredbyopencircuit spirometry — must be developed for each model of elliptical trainer and stationary bike. There are 35 elliptical trainers from six different manufacturers, and seven stationary bikes from three different manufacturers, www.navytimes.com
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that are approved for the PRT, with each model requiring its own testing protocol as well as offset value. If the CFL inadvertently selects the wrong device in the Physical Readiness Information Management System — the official database used to collect PFA data — an incorrect run time will be calculated,whichcanleadtoafalsepassing or failing score for the member. Both the elliptical trainer and stationary bike use the standards for the 1.5-mile to score performance. All other test events (i.e., curl-ups, push-ups, 450-meter/500-yard swim) use event-specific performance standards. PRIMS uses an equation to convert the predicted number of calories burned and body weight into an estimated 1.5-mile run time. This equation is known to overestimate actual, measured run times by as much as1minute, 33 seconds, which is statistically significant. The use of the elliptical trainers andstationarybikesprovideanadministrative and logistical challenge to command fitness leaders. Per OPNAVINST 6110.1J, members are allowed “no more than 15 minutes between each event.” However, due to the large percentageofsailorsoptingtouseelliptical trainers and stationary bikes, CFLs are forced to either conduct multiple PRTs or allow more than 15 minutes between test events. All of the other services except for the Marine Corps require a medical waiver in order to perform an alternative to the run. The Marine Corps that does not offer any medical alternatives. Additionally, none of the other services endorse or employ the elliptical trainer and stationary bike. The Navy already employs the 450-meter/500-yard swim tests; therefore, the use of the elliptical trainer and stationary bike tests are not necessary in order to afford Naval personnel with a medical alternative to the 1.5-mile run.



Brian K. Schilling, Ph.D.



Associate Professor Health and Sport Sciences University of Memphis, Tenn.



LEAVE TROOPS IN AFGHANISTAN The Obama administration finally listened to our military leaders, and is planning on leaving 9,800 troops in Afghanistan www.navytimes.com



through 2016. Originally they were going to draw down to 5,000 troops [“Obama to slow Afghanistan drawdown,” March 20]. The Taliban continues to pose a threat in Afghanistan, and ISIS could rear its ugly head. Our troops could be needed to quash enemy attacks in the region. Compared to our prior strength of 100,000 troops, U.S. troops remaining in Afghanistan might not have the numerical strength to counter the Taliban throughout the country, and we cannot count on the Afghan Army to stand up to the Taliban. We should keep the 9,800 troops inAfghanistanuntiltheendof2017 and then reevaluate the situation. We need ongoing capabilities to conduct special operations and surgical air and missile strikes to support the troops. The release of five top level Taliban terrorists from Guantanamo will come back to haunt us when they return to Afghanistan to continue their destabilizing activities and attacks on our forces and Afghan citizens. Our national security is partially dependent on maintaining a significant military presence in Afghanistan.



Former Lt. Donald A. Moskowitz



Londonderry, N.H.



MILITARY IS A GOOD CHOICE I disagree with the CareerCast.com report that says enlisted jobs rank at the bottom of career choices [“Enlisted jobs rank among the worst in new career report,” April 18]. I think it’s courageous what the men and woman of the military do to protect our country’s interests. I was offered an opportunity to join the military at a young age and regret that I didn’t. The main reason I didn’t join was that I didn’t understand what being in the military is all about. Looking back, I acquired many skills without service, but if I could go back, I would have joined. No respectable citizen of this country would say that the military is a bad job. We probably don’t do enough for soldiers, sailors, airmen, Marines and Coast Guard personnel. But I get it now. The military not only makes you stronger, it makes you American, and this is



something to be proud of. So no, being in the military is definitely not a bad career choice, whether full or part time.



Joey Costales



Fort Lauderdale, Fla.



NAVY SEAL WOMEN Regarding “SECNAV: SEALs should open to women under fair conditions,” May 27: The Navy Secretary is speaking out of both sides of his mouth. At one point he says modify the standards, and then he says keep the standards. His proposal will have catastrophic ramifications for the special operations community.



Bernard Michael Burawski Via Facebook



There is a political push to get women into special operations. Reviewing the standards and adjusting them to be appropriate to the job, is (in my opinion) simply the means to lower the bar to meet their political objective. Most men can’t qualify to be a SEAL. It is unlikely that women could qualify with the existing standards.



Robert Browning Via Facebook



Visit the Broadside Blog for sea stories and more. militarytimes.com/blogs/broadside/



scribe] the people’s name on a plaque in the gym if they scored a 300. That was recognition enough for some.



Jason Morgan



Via Facebook



Forget the ribbons. If you want to give them incentives then give the the next one off for getting an outstanding.



Steven Lee



As anyone who has ever served in the military knows, most “standards” are arbitrary and have been changed now and then. His idea is a good one, find out what is required and set the standards to match. Obviously standards for Special Ops forces will be more stringent than others, however, what are realistic standards? If you can get over the idea that “I am special” and get realistic input from the community, you could come up with realistic standards. They may even be higher than now, they may not. There is certainly nothing wrong with evaluating them to see if they meet the needs of the community to which they are applied.



Regarding “Tours on USS Arizona Memorial suspended after ship hits dock,” May 27: TheArizonahasbeeninthesame place for over 70 years. You would think they would know where she is by now.



Via Facebook



Via Facebook



Gordon Martin



NEW FITNESS RIBBON Regarding “SECNAV proposes Outstanding Fitness Award for PFA aces,” May 27: What’s next, more ribbons for graduating boot camp? Are we becoming more like the Air Force? One base I served on would [in-



Via Facebook



Great idea for an award but as far as promotion points, not so much! Unless we will start back receiving points for good conduct again!



Janae Beauchamp Via Facebook



SHIP HITS MEMORIAL



Kevin Haywood



PFA CHANGES DEBATED Regarding “Coming: New tape tests, eased body fat standards,” June 1: I don’t like the way we do our BCA. I could be all muscle/little body fat, knowing that I am able to pass my PFA with ease, yet according to Navy fitness standards, I am overweight and still manage to fail my tape test. They won’t let me actually take the PFA itself.



Nathan Dawson Jr. Via Facebook



I like the way the Air Force does it, which I believe is the model the Navy is looking to adopt. Basically, instead of failing you for having a larger waist, it penalizes you instead. I’m a large weightlifter and because of my height I’m probably going to fail my tape test by half an inch. I squat 500, dead lift 535 and bench 325 ... but the Navy is going to say I’m out of shape. It’s insane.



Kyle Smith



Via Facebook



I’m just grateful nobody watches me parallel park.



We should take more of a combat readiness approach. You’d be surprised how much strength and endurance one can develop from martial arts training. Right now we have a force of people who can run away from a fight but can’t last at least 5 minutes against someone wearing them out in physical combatives.



Via Facebook



Via Facebook



In other news, there is a tug boat skipper position open....



Richard Gooden Via Facebook



Myra Steinberg Levine



Christina Break
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